God from matter
Many wise philosophers and scientists believe that a super intelligence is going to evolve from
nature as a material god; with capabilities far beyond we can imagine. The evolution of life on
earth started from something not from void. If this is so then it will be logical to conclude that
something must have existed forever. Life which is in a rapid progress forward through the
augmentation of intelligence year by year as we can witness from the evolution of technology
and machines―which are now using photons rather than electrons to conduct calculation to
make them faster and powerful we are witnessing the upward rise of nature to greatness.
The super intelligence that is going to manifest at the end of evolution is not going to be some
“immaterial spirit” as erroneously assumed by mystics but a material super intelligence made up
of matter and energy. Some people cannot hide their disdain to the material world and look down
on it as a worthless aggregation of subatomic particles revolving, uniting and breaking away
from each other to create various experiences that we behold. But the problem arises from— how
they see matter—they expect it to be conscious individually; that is why it does not make any
sense to them. I mentioned with my analogy somewhere else that atoms are just building blocks
for reality, life and consciousness; you would not expect a brick to be a house or an engine to be
a car; would you? The same thing goes for matter. They say that it can never be a building block
for a super intelligence which is an error. If god can never be made up of matter and energy―
then what could it be possibly be made up of in an exclusive material dimension? It is a necessity
that anything in reality has to be made up of matter.
Moving on, the only way life and the cosmos could make sense is―if it had a grand finale where
the evolution of life leads to the singularity. Because if we pointed our telescopes into any
direction in space all we see is star dust and space rocks which are the building blocks for
something great and powerful. The Cosmos looks like a gigantic construction site where stars
manufacture higher atoms in a suicide mission for the creation of something even more
complicated than them. So, if you add one and two and observe the universe in a logical manner
it seems to be in an ascending order. It does not really matter whether you feel like supporting
the coming of a material super being or you hold an opinion and ideology in contradiction to it
―a super being is evolving on the ground but not yet fully extant. Thus, your opinion or
ideology does not really matter. If you add up all your observation in reality; you will notice
there is a blank space for something higher than yourself at the end of your calculation—which
has to come as a consequence after you as a more potent intelligent creature. I presume that even
though I can never know the future—this blank space has to be filled by a super being.

A material god will suffice and fulfill all criteria for a super being; actually a material god is the
only legitimate candidate and example for a super intelligence. The rest are just errors and
oneirism. Thus, if there is a god in the future it has be made up of matter and energy. Mystics

have placed criteria to challenge us by saying that a god has to be omniscient, omnipotent and
omnipresent. Now, the process of pansophy is still under progress; and omnipotence comes after
omniscience— but omnipresence is already achieved, because nature is everywhere. Thus, in
order to convince mystics that god from matter is possible—nature just needs to be omniscient
and the next step―omnipotence will be a complement of omniscience coming consequentially
after pansophy silencing all critics that god from matter is absolutely possible and that is exactly
what is happening on the ground today and this seems to be the entire purpose of the cosmos;
this is why there is a universe.
Finally, as a reminder let me say again that nature only needs to be omniscient because nature is
already omnipresent. When I say nature I do not mean something abstract. I mean you and me
―the metamorphosis of stardust who happen to be conscious and intelligent. Which will allow
us to say that nature is already conscious and intelligent but not omniscient at least not yet. Thus,
what I am discussing here is not a dream but something tangible and measurable. Man can be
presented as an evidence to boldly state that: if inchoate intelligence i.e. man from matter is
possible then why wouldn’t a super intelligence i.e. god from matter be possible?

